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on performing value computations for a graph. To parallelize
graph processing applications, these graph accelerators typically
use a vertex-centric programming model [14], [28], [29], [35],
where each vertex is considered as an individual processing
element and communicates with its neighbors. As a result,
graph processing generally exhibits random accesses mostly
in terms of a graph’s vertices [11], [17], [44], [46], which are
usually small enough to ﬁt directly into the on-chip memory of
an accelerator, avoiding off-chip communications effectively.
Graph mining, which represents another important but different class of graph analytics applications, aims at discovering
structural patterns of a graph rather than value computation.
Fitting a graph mining application into the vertex-centric
model often needs substantial reformulation. A great deal of
recent work such as Arabesque [38], RStream [42], and Gthinker [43] has made advances to ﬁll this gap by developing
a declarative subgraph-centric programming model for solving
the programmability challenge faced by the general-purpose
graph mining problems. In this model, graph mining needs to
iteratively extend each subgraph (initialized to be a vertex of
an input graph) by accessing its irregular neighboring vertices
and their associated edges [38], inducing substantial random
accesses to not only vertices but also edges.
In this context, existing graph processing accelerators are
not expected to handle graph mining applications efﬁciently.
First, the size of an input graph can easily be over giga-bytes.
It is impractical to ﬁt all randomly-accessed vertex and edge
data into a limited on-chip memory (as is currently available
in existing graph accelerators). Second, as more than trillionscale subgraphs may be generated, graph mining can have
more random accesses than graph processing by several ordersof-magnitude. Even if we can slice graph data to ﬁt each
slice into the on-chip memory, the overwhelming number
of off-chip communications will cause undue performance
degradation. In this paper, we focus on building an energyefﬁcient accelerator in which the most random-access-induced
off-chip communications in graph mining can be transformed
into fast on-chip memory accesses.
In this research, we observe that graph mining on real-world
graphs exhibits signiﬁcant extension locality in the sense that
most random memory requests come from accessing a small
fraction of valuable vertex and edge data. Real-world graphs

Abstract—Graph mining is becoming increasingly important
due to the ever-increasing demands on analyzing complex structures in graphs. Existing graph accelerators typically hold most
of the randomly-accessed data in an on-chip memory to avoid offchip communications. However, graph mining exhibits substantial
random accesses from not only vertex dimension but also edge
dimension (with the latter being excessively more complex than
the former), leading to signiﬁcant degradations in terms of both
performance and energy efﬁciency.
We observe that the most random memory requests arising in
graph mining come from accessing a small fraction of valuable
(vertex and edge) data when handling real-world graphs. To
exploit this extension locality with maximum parallelism, we
architect G RAMER, the ﬁrst graph mining accelerator. G RAMER
contains a specialized memory hierarchy, where the valuable
data (precisely identiﬁed through a cost-efﬁcient heuristic) is
permanently resident in a high-priority memory while others are
maintained in a cache-like memory under a lightweight replacement policy. The speciﬁc pipelined processing units are carefully
designed to maximize computational parallelism. G RAMER is
also equipped with a work-stealing mechanism to reduce load
imbalance. We have implemented G RAMER on a Xilinx Alveo
U250 accelerator card. Compared with two state-of-the-art CPUbased graph mining systems, Fractal and RStream, running on
a 14-core Intel E5-2680 v4 processor, G RAMER achieves not
only considerable speedups (1.11× ∼ 129.95×) but also signiﬁcant
energy savings (5.79× ∼ 678.34×).
Index Terms—graph mining, extension locality, accelerator

I. I NTRODUCTION
Graphs have been widely used for analyzing the complex
relationships between entities. The massive explosion in the
data volume has made graph analytics increasingly attractive
in a variety of domains, including social networks [29],
advertisement [26], and bioinformatics [4]. Because of graph
irregularity [27], graph analytics often suffers from severe
random access problems, making its acceleration extremely
difﬁcult on traditional architectures, even by making the best
use of software optimizations from a domain expert [5], [6].
It has been demonstrated that hardware acceleration is one of
the most promising ways for overcoming the irregular memory
access challenges in graph analytics applications, by offering at
least a tenfold performance improvement over general-purpose
processors [11], [17], [31], [44], [46]. However, most of these
earlier accelerators are typically designed for graph processing
applications (such as BFS, CC, and PageRank), which focus
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follow a power-law degree distribution, where a few vertices
have many edges while many have a few [14]. In this case, when
adding a vertex and its associated edges to a subgraph being
extended, some high-degree vertices will have a higher chance
to be explored. Therefore, these vertices can be included in the
most intermediate subgraphs, further amplifying the skewness
of memory accesses. Consider motif counting on Mico (as
detailed in Section II-D), most memory accesses (94.57%) are
from only 5% of the graph data. This has motivated us with
inventing a differential on-chip memory management, in which
a handful of valuable data is always resident in the on-chip
memory while the remaining data is dynamically maintained.
However, realizing this idea for exploiting the extension locality
remains challenging. First, it is non-trivial to accurately identify
the valuable data, which can be complexly associated with
the degrees of a vertex and its multi-hop neighbors. Second,
substantial intermediate results in graph mining also exert
tremendous pressure on memory bandwidth and signiﬁcantly
limit the computational parallelism.
In this paper, we present G RAMER, the ﬁrst graph mining
accelerator, which consists of a brand new memory subsystem
and specialized processing units. The whole on-chip memory
in G RAMER is divided into a high-priority memory and
a low-priority memory. The high-priority memory is used
to permanently store the frequently accessed data, which
is heuristically predicted through a fast yet accurate graph
preprocessing. The low-priority memory is organized as a
standard set-associative cache but dynamically maintained
under a new replacement policy for exploiting the extension
locality. G RAMER also features a pipeline inspired from a depthﬁrst-search execution model [12], where the most intermediate
results obtained from each subgraph being extended can be
periodically reused and ultimately discarded, enabling a ﬂexible
design for maximizing the computational parallelism achieved.
Finally, each processing unit of G RAMER contains a work
stealing mechanism to reduce the potential load imbalance.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
•

•

•
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Fig. 1. A sample graph for illustrating graph mining concepts, including a
pattern and two of its instantial embeddings. The number inside a given vertex
represents its vertex ID. In this example, all attributes are NULL.

II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce some requisite preliminaries
of graph mining, which will be further characterized through a
motivating study in order to facilitate understanding its salient
properties from the architectural perspective.
A. Graph Mining
Terms. In graph mining, a graph G consists of vertices
and edges, which can be labeled with some attributes and
unique identiﬁers (IDs). The degree of a vertex represents the
number of its associated edges. An embedding is a subgraph
with a subset of vertices and edges of G. A pattern is an
arbitrary graph, which is independent of G. An embedding e is
isomorphic to a pattern p iff we can ﬁnd a one-to-one mapping
of the vertices and edges between e and p. In particular, the two
embeddings are automorphic and can be considered identical
if they have the same set of vertices and edges. Consider the
pattern in Figure 1, the two example embeddings are isomorphic
to the given pattern and are also automorphic.
Problem Statement. In this paper, G RAMER focuses on
accelerating graph mining [1], [12], [38], [42] which aims at
exploring all patterns that satisfy some user-deﬁned criteria.
A pattern is typically evaluated by enumerating all of its
isomorphic embeddings in G but excluding the redundant ones
via automorphism checking. Similar to the previous work, we
select the following applications as the representatives of graph
mining and evaluate them throughout this paper.
Clique ﬁnding (CF) needs to ﬁnd all complete subgraphs
in the input graph G. A complete subgraph is deﬁned as a
connected subgraph where each vertex is connected to all
other vertices. CF is a representative application where the
patterns can be foreknown, and can thus be simply regarded
as a subgraph matching problem [21], [32], [37].
Frequent subgraph mining (FSM) ﬁnds those patterns that
occur a minimum number of times in the input graph G.
The occurrence of a pattern is deﬁned as the number of its
matched embeddings. FSM is an example of more challenging
applications where the patterns are unknown a priori. We have
to enumerate both patterns and embeddings, instead of matching
embeddings to the predeﬁned patterns.
Motif counting (MC) needs to count the occurrences of all
possible patterns in the input graph G. MC represents those
applications that do not ﬁlter embeddings. As in the case of
FSM, the patterns expected by MC are also unknown a priori.
Graph Mining Procedure. Graph mining follows an
embedding-centric model (ECM) to express the programs

We characterize the irregular memory access patterns
in graph mining and discover their potential extension
locality opportunities for solving the memory bottleneck.
We introduce a graph mining accelerator that contains a
locality-aware on-chip memory hierarchy to exploit the
extension locality and a set of pipelined processing units
to maximize the computational parallelism.
We have implemented G RAMER in RTL and evaluated it
on a Xilinx Alveo U250 accelerator card. Our results show
that G RAMER outperforms Fractal [12] and RStream [42]
by 1.11× ∼ 129.95× in terms of performance speedups
and 5.79× ∼ 678.34× in terms of energy savings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the background and motivation. Section III presents
the architecture of G RAMER. Sections IV and V introduce the
memory and pipeline specialization, respectively. Section VI
describes and analyzes our results. We survey the related work
in Section VII and conclude the paper in Section VIII.
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Algorithm 1: Embedding-centric model
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Input: G – Input graph
Input: IT ER – Maximum embedding size
Output: O – Output set
I = {v|v ∈ G};
for (iter = 0; iter < IT ER; iter + +) do
F = ∅;
for (e ∈ I and Aggregate_filter(e)) do
I  = extend(e);
for (e ∈ I  ) do
if (non-automorphic(e ) and Filter(e )) then
O = O∪ Process(e );
F = F ∪ e ;
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Fig. 2. Memory access patterns between (a) graph processing and (b) graph
mining. Colored vertices represent the vertices that need to be processed in a
certain iteration. In (a), the four active vertices are processed in an ascending
order of vertex index. In (b), the two embeddings e1 and e2 will be processed.

TABLE I
P RIMITIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR CF, FSM, AND MC. P(e) REPRESENTS
THE PATTERN OF EMBEDDING e. Num(P(e)) INDICATES THE OCCURRENCE
NUMBER OF P(e). T hres IS A THRESHOLD DEFINED BY THE USER .

Aggregate ﬁlter(e)
TRUE
Num(P(e)) ≥ T hres
TRUE

6
3

Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I = F;

Application
CF
FSM
MC

4
5

Vertex Dimension. As shown in Figure 2(a), graph processing traverses active vertices and their neighboring vertices,
which are often discontinuous, resulting in the random vertex
accesses. In graph mining, the vertex access behavior is similar.
For each embedding e, applying extend to its internal vertices
will also generate random accesses on these discontinuous
vertices. In Figure 2(b), extending e1 will involve the random
accesses to
and . Moreover, stepping into the extension
for the next embedding e2 after e1 will generate another interembedding random access.
Edge Dimension. Edges are often stored together according
to their source vertices. In graph processing, processing each
active vertex (e.g., ) can therefore exhibit strong spatial
locality for edge accesses. Moving to the next active vertex
(e.g., ) can introduce a few global random accesses, which
only cause a negligible impact since a graph typically has far
more edges than vertices. In addition, the impact from these
global random accesses can also be handled easily by edge
streaming [51] or prefetching [44].
Unlike graph processing that traverses the edges of each
vertex sequentially, graph mining adopts an extend-check edgeaccess model. In principle, every embedding requires to access
all edges between its internal vertices and every newly-extended
vertex. In this process, every time when a neighboring vertex
is extended, the connectivity between this vertex and all of the
embedding’s vertices must be checked. As a result, substantial
random edge accesses will be introduced.
Consider Figure 2(b) again, e1 will be ﬁrst handled, starting
from traversing the edges of and then selecting  to extend.
Afterwards,  will be accessed to check its connectivity to .
In this process, the accesses to → and → are random.
Next,  will be selected until all vertices in e1 are checked.
After ﬁnishing e1 , we will proceed to handle e2 (which has a
similar procedure with e1 ) until all extensions are ﬁnished. The
inter-embedding switch can also introduce the random access,
as shown by the green arrow drawn on the edge array.
Summary. Compared to graph processing, graph mining
performs a signiﬁcant number of random memory accesses on
both vertex and edge data. Given N active vertices in a single
iteration, graph processing makes N random vertex accesses in
the worst case. However, if M embeddings (with a size of k)
need to be extended in the iteration, graph mining will perform

Process(e)
(P(e), 1)
(P(e), e)
(P(e), 1)

uniformly. Algorithm 1 shows the iterative procedure of ECM,
templatized by three basic primitives: Aggregate_filter,
Filter, and Process [38]. In the beginning, an embedding set I is initialized as consisting of each single vertex
of G. For each embedding e in I, ECM ﬁrst checks the
validation of its pattern by invoking Aggregate_filter
(Line 4). For example, FSM uses Aggregate_filter to
ﬁlter embeddings whose pattern occurrences are less than the
user-deﬁned threshold. The embedding of a valid pattern is
extended to generate new intermediate embeddings by adding
adjacent vertices and edges (Line 5). ECM further checks the
automorphism of these intermediate embeddings and invokes
Filter to ﬁlter out embeddings unexpected by users (Line 7).
Finally, the remaining embeddings are processed (Line 8) and
form a new embedding set for the next iteration (Line 9).
Table I shows the typical primitive implementations for
CF, FSM, and MC. These primitives receive an embedding
e as input and output a boolean (Aggregate_Filter and
Filter) or vector (Process). Let us take MC as an example.
In MC, all non-automorphic embeddings must be considered
for precise enumeration. Therefore, Aggregate_Filter
and Filter in MC always return TRUE. For each nonautomorphic embedding, Process in MC outputs its pattern
and a ﬁxed number of one, denoted as (P(e), 1), to be further
reduced to count the pattern occurrence.
B. Memory Accesses in Graph Mining
The memory accesses of graph mining originate from the
extend process (Line 2 in Algorithm 1), which can lead to
extraordinarily complex irregular accesses from not only vertex
dimension but also edge dimension. Figure 2 exempliﬁes the
differences in memory accesses between graph processing and
graph mining for a speciﬁc iteration, where , , , and 
indicate the active vertices to be processed.
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Fig. 3. Pipeline stalls due to random vertex and edge accesses. The trials run
on a server: a 14-core Intel E5-2680v4 processor (with each core containing
32KB L1 cache and 256 KB L2 cache, and sharing a uniﬁed 35MB L3 cache)
and a 4-channel DDR4. ‘Others’ represents random-access-irrelevant execution.
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Fig. 4. An example of extension locality in graph mining: starting from
exploring an initial embedding {}.  can be accessed more frequently over
iteration but existing graph accelerators barely exploit this due to the featured
memory access pattern in graph mining.
Percentage of Accesses (%)

at least k × M random vertex accesses and k × M random edge
accesses, where M is often exponential with respect to N. In
graph mining, a modest graph with 0.1 million vertices can
quickly generate two trillion embeddings per iteration [12],
resulting in substantial random vertex and edge accesses.
Results. We have experimentally evaluated the impact of
random memory accesses for CF, FSM, and MC on ﬁve realworld graphs. Intel VTune Ampliﬁer [18] is used to count the
pipeline stalls due to random vertex and edge accesses. As
shown in Figure 3, graph mining applications generally suffer
heavily from random accesses. When a graph (e.g., Citeseer)
is so small that it can ﬁt into the private cache, graph mining
applications can take 30% of the pipeline stalls from random
accesses. However, as the graph gradually exceeds the cache
capacity, the number of pipeline stalls will increase quickly,
by up to 67.9% for Patents as an example.
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Fig. 5. Extension locality of the memory accesses to the top 5% (a) vertices
and (b) edges as the embedding size increases over iteration for MC. Patents
and the results after the 5th iterations are excluded due to more than hundreds
of trillions of embeddings that are too expensive to trace and analyze ofﬂine.

many slices. We have to replace on-chip slices frequently,
resulting in signiﬁcantly more memory accesses, compared to
directly accessing the whole graph instead.
D. Overcoming Inefﬁciencies

C. Pitfalls of Existing Graph Accelerators

In this work, we observe that not all random memory
accesses in graph mining are created equally. That is, a few
vertices and edges induce a large number of random accesses,
while many result in a few. The underlying reason is codetermined by the skewed feature of real-world graphs and
the extension nature of graph mining applications. We can
develop some basic understanding here intuitively. Real-world
graphs often have the hallmark property of power-law degree
distribution [14]. Therefore, some high-degree vertices are
more likely to be the extended candidates of an embedding.
As a result, these vertices can quickly be included in the most
embeddings as the size of embedding increases over iterations.
Extending the embeddings containing these vertices would
induce a very large number of random accesses to themselves
and their edges. Thus, we have the following observation:

Mostly designed for accelerating graph processing applications, existing graph accelerators [11], [17], [31], [44], [46],
[49] cannot address graph mining problems efﬁciently. In graph
processing, almost all random accesses manifest on vertex
data [30], which can be relatively small (i.e., several megabytes).
Therefore, a key design philosophy behind these earlier graph
processing accelerators is to use a specialized on-chip memory
to hold all vertex data, such that irregular vertex accesses
will not result in any off-chip communications. For example,
Graphicionado [17] ﬁts all vertices into a scratchpad memory,
and ForeGraph [11] employs FPGA’s BRAMs.
However, graph mining problems are far more complicated
due to the random accesses to both vertex data and edge data
(discussed in Section II-B). Because of physical limitations, the
on-chip memory is typically designed with a MB-size capacity.
In this case, the on-chip memory is often too small to store all
randomly-accessed data. For instance, the cache capacity of
the latest Intel Xeon processors is less than 77 MB. However,
today’s graphs are explosively increasing and can easily have
more than billions of edges [28], [29], [50]. Therefore, the
design philosophy adopted in existing graph accelerators can
hardly deal with the new inefﬁciencies arising in graph mining.
The graph partition mechanism used in previous accelerators
to handle large graphs is also not helpful. In general, they
partition a graph into several slices that ﬁt in on-chip memory.
However, graph mining runs on embeddings that contain several
vertices with irregular IDs. Applying graph partitioning to graph
mining can cause the data requested by an embedding to span

Observation: Graph mining shows signiﬁcant extension locality, meaning that most random memory accesses root in
accessing a small fraction of the (vertex and edge) data.
Figure 4 illustrates an example for understanding this
observation. We take one initial embedding {} as an example
and consider only its vertex accesses for illustration purpose.
Its edge accesses are similar. On the whole, the graph has 12
edges, and  has 3 edges. Hence, it is extended in 3 out of
12 two-vertex embeddings in the ﬁrst iteration. Suppose each
vertex in an embedding can issue one memory request.  will
3
).
be accessed 3 times with an access frequency of 12.5% ( 12×2
When stepping into the second iteration,  will be accessed 9
9
times with an access frequency of 13.6% ( 22×3
). We see that
memory accesses to  become more frequent.
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Fig. 7. On-chip memory hierarchy

Figure 5 further investigates the memory accesses1 to the
top 5% vertices and edges in each iteration for MC. The access
frequency of the top 5% vertices can be less than 29.93% in
the 1st iteration (with all embeddings sized by 2 vertices), but
it quickly takes more than 43.73% in the 2nd iteration and
reaches up to 94.57% (for Mico) in the 4th iteration. The top
5% edges start from a ﬁxed access frequency of 5% since each
edge is accessed only once for 2-vertex embeddings. As the
iteration goes, the access frequency also increases signiﬁcantly
(up to 87.80% for Citeseer as an example). The results of
CF and FSM are similar because graph mining applications
generally prefer to ﬁnd frequent or highly-connected patterns,
where low-degree vertices are more likely to be ﬁltered.
Nevertheless, exploiting the extension locality in existing
graph accelerators remains challenging. First, accurately estimating the access frequency of every vertex and edge data is
difﬁcult. This is closely related to the degrees of not only the
current vertices but also their future neighbors. A low-degree
vertex connected with many high-degree vertices might also be
frequently accessed. Second, the overwhelming intermediate
results incur substantial off-chip communications. A modest
graph with 0.1 million vertices can quickly generate trillions
of embeddings because of the combinatorial explosion [12].
Iteratively accessing them in off-chip memory can cause a
signiﬁcant slowdown. To solve these challenges, we propose a
novel accelerator G RAMER with specialized hardware designs.

chip memory or intermediate embeddings from the Processing
module. The Scheduler validates the received embeddings and
schedules one valid embedding per cycle for the extension of
Extender that will generate memory requests. We apply a depthﬁrst-search (DFS) model and propose specialized pipeline designs for embedding extension to avoid accessing intermediate
embeddings from the off-chip memory (Section V).
On-Chip Memory. On-chip memory contains a vertex memory and an edge memory to isolate vertex and edge accesses.
This can effectively avoid frequent data thrashing between
vertices and edges. To exploit the extension locality, both vertex
memory and edge memory are divided further into a highpriority memory and low-priority memory. We propose costefﬁcient priority-based heuristics, which can accurately identify
valuable data to store in the high-priority memory, and also
specialize a new replacement policy to integrate our heuristics
efﬁciently with hardware implementations (Section IV).
Processing. After receiving an embedding from the Extender,
the Filter will check its automorphism based on a canonicality
mechanism [38] and its validation by user-deﬁned primitives.
The remaining embeddings are processed by the Process to
generate output results and also sent back to the Receiver for
further extension.
Pattern Buffer. The user-desired output results obtained
from the Process module will be stored in a Pattern buffer and
further written back sequentially to the off-chip memory.

III. T HE Gramer A RCHITECTURE

IV. M EMORY D ESIGNS

Figure 6 depicts the architecture of G RAMER. For programmability, G RAMER follows the ECM in Algorithm 1
and transparently exploits the extension locality. The key
contribution of G RAMER lies in a locality-aware on-chip
memory that enables accurate estimation of access frequency,
and pipelined processing units (PUs) that minimize off-chip
communications and maximize computational parallelism. We
detail each component of G RAMER as follows:
Prefetcher. The Prefetcher performs next-line prefetches to
transfer the initial embeddings from the off-chip memory to the
PUs. We use an Arbitrator to dispatch each initial embedding
to a PU in a round-robin manner.
Extending. Extending module contains three core parts. The
Receiver recursively reads initial embeddings from the off-

In this section, we present our memory design to enable
exploiting the extension locality in graph mining with a new
memory hierarchy and hardware implementations.
A. Locality-Aware Memory Hierarchy
Figure 7 shows the hierarchy of on-chip memory, organized
with eight partitions for handling multiple memory requests
simultaneously. Unlike graph processing, graph mining does
not change the vertex and edge data, and thus, G RAMER does
not need to maintain a consistency protocol. Each memory
partition is shared by all PUs and is separated with the two
parts: a vertex memory and an edge memory. The isolation
of vertex access and edge access can effectively avoid the
potential access conﬂicts and data thrashing between them.
When a memory request is generated by a PU, it will be
assigned to a FIFO in a request buffer through an 8-radix

1 We trace all memory requests in each iteration, and then rank each vertex
and edge according to the number of their memory requests through an ofﬂine
analysis.
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The ON-computation can consume 210.34 seconds, nearly the
same as the normal execution. Although simply using only the
vertex degree (i.e., discarding its k-hop vertex degrees) can
reduce the overheads signiﬁcantly, the identiﬁcation accuracy
can also be considerably impacted.
1-Hop Heuristic Computation. Figure 8 shows a sensitivity
study on the accuracy and the ON-computation overheads
as the number of hops varies for MC on P2P. As observed,
considering the degree of a vertex and its one-hop neighbors’
degrees (k = 1) is sufﬁcient for the ON-computation to preserve
the most accuracy while incurring low overheads. Looking
at the 1-hop ON in Figure 8(a), the accuracy is over 80%
for all iterations and can be improved as k increases further.
The reason is that high-degree vertices and their neighbors
can connect most vertices in a graph. The degrees of other
vertices contribute little to the value of ON. In addition, the
1-hop ON-computation overheads are reasonable, while a larger
value of k will signiﬁcantly increase the overheads by up to
8500× (k = 3). Therefore, ON1 (i.e., 1-hop ON) computation
is expected to yield a cost-efﬁcient trade-off.
By sorting the ON1 of all vertices in descending order, we
can determine the priority of the vertex and edge data easily
according to a threshold τ (with the value of τ discussed in
Section VI). The vertices with the ON1 in the top τ range
(i.e., {v|Rank(ON1 (v)) ≤ τ × |Vertex|}) are considered as the
high priority ones while the rest are classiﬁed as being the low
priority ones. An edge access gets started from an embedding’s
vertex. This allows us to compute the ON1 of an edge based on
the ON1 value of its source vertex, i.e., ON1 (edge) = ON1 (vsrc ).
Similarly, the edges with the ON1 in the top τ range are high
priority ones, while others are the low priority ones.

The key to the high-priority memory is to accurately identify
which data has a high priority for the permanent residence.
Priority Deﬁnition. An intuition to solve this problem is
to precisely count the occurrence number (ON) of the graph
data. For illustration purposes, we take vertex access as an
example. Edge access is similar. In general, all vertices of the
embeddings in an iteration are accessed equally (as discussed
in Section II-D). Let us assume that the number of times each
vertex accessed in an embedding is c. The ON of a vertex v
can be described as the number of embeddings that contain it.
Without considering redundant (automorphic) embeddings, the
number of embeddings in G can be simpliﬁed as a combination
of all vertices. In a (k + 1)-th iteration, where the size of input
embedding is k + 1, the ON of v can be deﬁned as:

∏

2

#Iteration

B. High-priority Memory

ONk =

0-hop ON
1-hop ON
2-hops ON
3-hops ON

0.8

Normalized ON Overheads

crossbar switch, and then sent to the corresponding vertex or
edge memory as per the request type.
To exploit the extension locality, G RAMER adopts a differential memory management on the graph data, which is classiﬁed
into the high priority data and the low-priority data. The high
priority data is often frequently accessed but typically small
in quantity (e.g., the top 5% vertices and edges in Figure 5),
and we propose to permanently store it in the on-chip memory
such that most off-chip communications arising from it can be
removed. For the most low-priority data that is less frequently
accessed, it is dynamically maintained but implemented with
a new replacement policy in order to maximize the value of
the extension locality in graph mining. Following this design
philosophy, each vertex and edge memory is further built with
the components below:
• Controller. It is used for dispatching a memory request to a
high- or low-priority memory as per its data priority. Then,
the requested data will be sent back to a corresponding FIFO.
• High-priority Memory. It is used for permanently residing
the high-priority data without data eviction. Therefore, it can
be simply implemented as a fast scratchpad memory.
• Low-priority Memory. It is used for dynamically maintaining
the low-priority data with a new replacement policy that
preserves the extension locality of the low-priority data.

(1)

where nghbr(dist, v) represents a set of vertices that have the
distance of dist away from v. Deg(v ) indicates the degree of a
vertex v . By ranking all vertices by their ONs, we can obtain
the priority of a vertex as per its ON. The larger the ON is,
the higher the priority of the corresponding vertex is.
Exhaustive Computation Is Expensive. In Equation (1),
the ON of a vertex is determined by not only its degree but
also the degree(s) of its k-hop neighbors. We can traverse the
graph (e.g., using BFS) on every vertex to obtain their k-hop
vertex sets and redundancy embeddings, but it is too expensive
and needs multi-time executions on the graph. For instance, we
benchmark MC on P2P on a server (described in Section II-B).

C. Low-priority Memory
In a dynamic environment, the data must be replaced due to
the limited low-priority memory size. Typical designs use the
recency of the data to determine the victims [7], [10], [19], [20],
[41]. These studies predict the future access frequency of the
data according to their history access information, which has
shown to be effective for traditional applications with regular
access patterns. However, for graph mining applications with
extremely irregular features, these recency-based methods may
destroy the extension locality of some low-priority data that is
not frequent recently but frequent globally.
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Locality-Preserved Replacement Policy. We introduce
ON1 into the recency-based method to balance the extension locality and the temporal locality in the low-priority
memory. Let VLow be the set of low priority vertices (i.e.,
{v|Rank(ON1 (v)) > τ × |Vertex|}), and Rec(v) be the recency
value of the vertex v (i.e., the number of accesses after the
reference to v), the low-priority memory employs a linear
function of the ON1 and the recency to replace the low-priority
vertex with the largest value preferentially:

Scheduler
Fig. 9. Pipelined implementation of the Scheduler. Each slot ID obtained
from the slot buffer represents an individual pipeline used for exploring the
embeddings from an initial embedding.

step. For example, when we search all embeddings with 3
vertices in an input graph, the BFS model ﬁrst enumerates
all 2-vertex embeddings and writes them back to the off-chip
memory. In the next iteration, the BFS model accesses all 2vertex embeddings in the off-chip memory and further extends
them to get 3-vertex embeddings.
However, the BFS model is not efﬁcient for a graph
mining accelerator. Graph mining generally suffers from the
combinatorial explosion with a signiﬁcant number of intermediate embeddings. Frequently accessing these intermediate
embeddings will waste signiﬁcant memory bandwidth, which
will further reduce the computation parallelism. Moreover,
storing these intermediate embeddings requires an off-chip
memory capacity far beyond what an accelerator can afford.
In this work, we adopt a depth-ﬁrst-search (DFS) model proposed in a recent study [12] to avoid writing back intermediate
embeddings. In the DFS model, every initial embedding must
be recursively extended until the completion. The extension of
each initial embeddings will continue until a maximum depth is
reached. When reaching the maximum depth, it will traceback
(i.e., return) to the last valid embedding for further extension.
For example, when searching 3-vertex embeddings, the DFS
model ﬁrst selects one initial embedding and iteratively extends
one vertex for generating intermediate embeddings. When the
embedding size reaches three, it tracebacks to the last 2-vertex
embedding by removing the last vertex added and continues
extension. After all embeddings having been extended, it will
move to another initial embedding for further extension. By
avoiding writing back the intermediate states, the DFS model
signiﬁcantly saves the space and memory bandwidth.

(2)

v

where λ is a balancing factor. If λ = 0, the low-priority memory
can be understood as being equivalently a high-priority memory
without data eviction. If λ is large enough, the replacement
policy will become a classical least-recently-used (LRU) policy.
Finding a victim for the low-priority edges on the low-priority
memory is similar.
Hardware Implementation. As shown in Equation (2),
the key to implement the replacement policy is to compute
Rank(ON1 (v)). When a vertex is requested, G RAMER needs
its rank value to examine the priority and further ﬁnd a
victim in the low-priority memory if it is the low-priority
data. However, computing Rank(ON1 (v)) is notoriously nontrivial. Performing it at runtime is too costly to implement
on-chip, while storing the rank value accompanied with graph
data in the off-chip memory may double memory overheads.
We propose to use the graph reordering to enable a fast
computation on Rank(ON1 (v)) at runtime. In graph mining,
reading the embedding structure must be prior to its extension.
That is, the vertex IDs of an embedding can be known before
its random accesses get started formally. Therefore, we exploit
a basic idea of using the ID to represent the rank for each data.
However, the vertex ID order of a graph is often not consistent
with its rank order. Thus, we propose to reorder the vertex
indices in ascending order of Rank(ON1 (v)) for all vertices
in the input graph. With the graph reordering, the rank value
of a vertex (or an edge) can be easily obtained at runtime by
simply extracting its corresponding (source) vertex IDs.
The main overhead of this process lies in ON1 -based vertex
sorting, which is similar to the ofﬂine analysis in Figure 8(b).
We see that the reordering overheads for the embeddings2 can
be often less than 3% of the execution time, yielding a fast
and lightweight procedure with negligible overheads.

B. Maximizing Pipeline Parallelism
In G RAMER, each PU can handle multiple embeddings
simultaneously for the pipelining parallelism. In the DFS model,
when an extension path has reached its maximum depth, a
traceback to the last valid embedding will be performed to ﬁnd
another branch for the subsequent extension. Therefore, the
extension states of all vertices in ancestor embeddings (i.e.,
embeddings in the current extension path) must be stored to
ensure accurate traceback. These intermediate vertex extension
states of all PUs, often in tens of kilobytes in total, pass
through all the pipeline stages. This signiﬁcantly limits the
computation parallelism due to substantial hardware overheads,
which further decreases the overall performance.
Pipeline Specialization. In actuality, the vertex extension
states of these pipelined embeddings are used only in the
Scheduler stage (Figure 6) for deciding which candidate can

V. P IPELINING PARALLELIZATION
This section presents the pipeline specialization of PUs for
minimizing off-chip overheads and maximizing parallelism.
A. Computational Model
Existing graph mining systems typically adopt a breadth-ﬁrstsearch (BFS) style [38], [42] to enumerate the embeddings. BFS
module iteratively adds one neighbor in each synchronization
2 The overhead for the 2-vertex embeddings is not counted in the graph
reordering method since all 2-vertex embeddings always have the same pattern
and only patterns with more than three vertices are of particular interest for
most graph mining applications [2], [13].
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either ﬁnished or not yet started.
Figure 10 depicts an example of storage compaction, where
each original ancestor embedding is based on the CSR
representation [29], [35], [51]. Assume that x is connected
with y, z, and {, the initial embedding e1 (i.e., {x}) can
gradually extend the intermediate embeddings e2, e3, and e4.
In the original design, e4 needs to store all the information
from three ancestors, i.e., the offsets of all vertices of three
ancestor embeddings. In G RAMER, the extension order of the
vertices is speciﬁed such that x is always scheduled before y.
In the 1st and 2nd iterations, G RAMER extends x to y and z,
respectively. In this case, we only need to store the information
(in the orange cells) of x since the other vertices have not
been extended yet. In the 3rd iteration, G RAMER moves to
extend y and stores its offset (i.e., O(2)). At this point, the
information (in the red cell) of x can be discarded since all
of its edges have been ﬁnished and will never be explored
again. z is not recorded (in the green cells) because it has
not yet been extended. In summary, for an embedding, we only
need to store the information on extending vertex for each of
its ancestor embeddings, i.e., vertex ID and its offset only.

Compressed
Ancestor Information
#Iter Extending Offset
Vertex
1
1
O(1)+1
2
1
O(1)+2
3
2
O(2)

Fig. 10. Ancestor information compression. Only the information for vertex
extension needs to be maintained (i.e., orange cells). The information in the
green cells can be removed as their vertices have not been extended yet. The
information in the red cells can be omitted due to the extension completion
of x. The Offset represents the offset address in the edge array for a vertex.
O(i) is the offset of the ﬁrst edge of the vertex i.

be extended. We propose to integrate the specialized ancestor
buffers into the Scheduler to store the information of the current
extension path for all processing embeddings, as shown in
Figure 9. However, the challenges remain. First, the scheduling
order of the embeddings is non-determinate. The ﬁrst scheduled
embedding is not necessarily the ﬁrst one ﬁnished. Accurately
ﬁnding the ancestor embedding in the buffer is non-trivial.
Second, the buffer may still increase the access latency.
To make a precise identiﬁcation, we enforce the scheduling
order to ensure each processing embedding can be easily
identiﬁed by its related initial embedding. The design is based
on the fact that changing the extension order of the edges has
no effect on the ﬁnal results. We consider all the embeddings
extended from a same initial embedding as an individual
pipeline, and handle them in sequence. More speciﬁcally, each
PU allows only the embeddings originated from different initial
embeddings to be processed simultaneously. Every time when
an intermediate embedding is received, it will be scheduled
to extend only on embedding. No further extension on this
embedding will be made until a traceback is triggered.
We further architect a specialized pipeline structure for the
Scheduler to enable the above index-based runtime scheduling.
As shown in Figure 9, a slot buffer is initialized by some
unique slot IDs. Whenever the Scheduler receives a new initial
embedding, G RAMER will associate it with an ID i from the
slot buffer, and store its extension states into i-th ancestor buffer
(organized as a LIFO queue). This slot ID is shared by the initial
embedding and all the embeddings extended from it. When a
particular embedding e reaches the Scheduler, G RAMER can
quickly locate the corresponding ancestor buffer by its slot ID.
If e performs a normal extension, e will be enqueued into the
tail. If e induces a traceback, an embedding will be dequeued
out of the ancestor buffer. Note that the Scheduler allocates
at most one slot ID per cycle. The embeddings with different
slot IDs can be processed in a pipelined manner to exploit all
hardware modules of a PU.
Compacting Ancestor Buffers. As discussed earlier, only
one vertex of an embedding can be extended in each exploration
step. Thus, the storage for the ancestor embedding of an embedding e can be greatly reduced by enforcing the exploration
order of the vertices in e as per the order of vertices joined in
e. Speciﬁcally, a vertex earlier joined in e will be preferentially
extended compared to the later one(s) during the extension of
e. This makes it possible to merely store the information of
the extending vertex (rather than all vertices) for each ancestor
embedding of e, since the extension of other vertices in e is

C. Improving Load Balance
Each PU has the responsibility of simultaneously handling
multiple initial embeddings that may evolve a signiﬁcantly
different number of workloads that need to be processed,
leading to the potential load imbalance. For the workloads
in a PU, the power-law degree distribution of the real-world
graphs can cause some assigned initial embeddings to generate
more workloads than others. Therefore, the slot utilization of
the PU can drop quickly as some slots ﬁnish their tasks early,
while others still run as stragglers for a long time.
To reduce the load imbalance in each PU, we adopt a workstealing mechanism to allow the idle slots to get workloads
from the busy ones. To avoid costly broadcasting or re-shufﬂing,
we specialize a stealing buffer in the Scheduler for dynamically
maintaining the workloads to be stolen. Every time when the
Scheduler receives an (initial or intermediate) embedding, the
slot buffer will be checked to see if it is empty. If not, the
slot ID of the received embedding will enqueue the stealing
buffer, representing an embedding to be extended. When the
Scheduler receives no embedding, a slot ID i will be popped
out of the stealing buffer. If the slot i does not ﬁnish the task,
the PU will steal an embedding e from the i-th ancestor buffer,
and allocate an idle slot in the slot buffer to start exploring e.
Compared with the linear feedback shift register that randomly
selects a (probably idle) slot [8], stealing buffer can always
ensure accurate stealing to a busy slot.
In essence, for the workloads across the PUs, their parallel
executions can be effectively balanced using adaptive dispatching of the initial embeddings. We have simply implemented the
Arbitrator (Figure 6) by dispatching in a round-robin manner.
VI. E VALUATION
This section evaluates the efﬁciency and effectiveness of
G RAMER against the state-of-the-art.
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TABLE II
R ESOURCE UTILIZATION AND CLOCK RATE

LUT
Register
BRAM
Clock Rate

CF
25.39%
13.06%
65.69%
213MHz

FSM
25.53%
13.13%
65.70%
207MHz

TABLE III
RUNNING TIME ( IN SECONDS ) OF G RAMER AGAINST F RACTAL AND
RS TREAM . k-CF INDICATES TO FIND k- VERTEX COMPLETE GRAPHS . k-MC
COUNTS THE OCCURRENCE TIMES OF k- VERTEX PATTERNS . FSM-k FINDS
THE 3- VERTEX PATTERNS THAT HAVE OCCURRED AT LEAST k TIMES . ‘N/A’
DENOTES THAT THE SYSTEM RUNS OUT OF THE DISK . ‘-’ SHOWS THAT THE
APPLICATION DOES NOT BE FINISHED WITHIN 1 HOURS .

MC
25.43%
13.10%
65.70%
207MHz

A. Experimental Setup
G RAMER Settings. We have implemented G RAMER on a
Xilinx Alveo U250 accelerator card, which includes a XCU2502LFIGD2104E FPGA chip and four 16GB DDR4 memories.
The FPGA chip provides 1.68M LUTs, 3.37M registers, and
11.8MB BRAM resources. G RAMER contains 8 PUs, each of
which has a slot buffer, a stealing buffer, and 16 ancestor buffers.
Each slot buffer can allocate 16 slot IDs. Thus, G RAMER can
simultaneously process a maximum of 128 (8×16) embeddings.
The stealing buffer has the same size as the slot buffer, and can
support 16 stealing candidates at most. Each ancestor buffer
can store 16 ancestor embeddings of an embedding, and thus
can support the extension with a maximum depth of 16.
The low-priority memory is implemented as a four-way setassociative cache, which has the same capacity of high-priority
memory used for storing all high-priority data. As for τ, which
is used for classifying the priority of graph data (Section IV-B),
|Memory|
G RAMER uses a simple equation MIN(50%, 2×(|V
|+|E|) ) to
calculate it for different input graphs uniformly. For example,
τ is set to 50% to reap an optimal performance if the whole
graph can ﬁt into the on-chip memory. A sensitivity study of
τ is also made in Section VI-D. λ is set as 1 by default.
Table II shows the clock rate and resource utilization obtained
by Xilinx SDAccel 2019.2. In our evaluation, we conservatively
use 200MHz to preserve the correctness. The on-chip memory
is implemented by using the BRAM resources. For different
graph mining applications, we use the same capacity of onchip memory to manage the vertex and edge data. MC and
FSM consume slightly more resources because they need to
enumerate both patterns and embeddings.
CPU Baselines. We compare G RAMER with two state-of-theart CPU-based graph mining frameworks – RStream [42] and
Fractal [12]. RStream is a disk-based single machine system
that adopts the BFS model. Fractal is a DFS-based distributed
system, and we benchmark it with its single machine version.
Both RStream and Fractal run on a server with a 14-core Intel
E5-2680v4 processor, 128GB DRAM, and 1TB SSD.
Benchmarks and Datasets. We consider three representative graph mining applications (i.e., CF, FSM, and MC)
described in Section II-A, and evaluate them on different scales
of graphs. In addition to the ﬁve real-world graphs (shown in
Figure 3), we also use YT [9] (4.58M vertices and 43.96M
edges) and LJ [24] (4.85M vertices and 69.0M edges) in our
evaluation. Citeseer and P2P are the representatives of smallsized graphs. Astro and Mico represent medium-size graphs.
Patents, YT, and LJ are selected as large-sized graphs. All
graphs are considered undirected and stored in the CSR [35].

3-CF

4-CF

5-CF

3-MC

4-MC

FSM 2K
FSM 20K
FSM 250K

Citeseer
P2P
Astro
Mico
Patents
YT
LJ
Citeseer
P2P
Astro
Mico
Patents
YT
LJ
Citeseer
P2P
Astro
Mico
Patents
YT
LJ
Citeseer
P2P
Astro
Mico
Patents
YT
LJ
Citeseer
P2P
Astro
Mico
Patents
YT
LJ
Citeseer
P2P
Astro
Mico
Patents
YT
LJ

Gramer
0.0099
0.010
0.028
0.11
3.09
13.01
17.81
0.010
0.011
0.27
6.86
3.74
17.30
30.89
0.011
0.012
1.46
270.41
4.06
24.27
52.89
0.031
0.033
0.11
0.36
4.17
16.25
29.68
0.039
0.093
8.00
45.22
103.82
931.11
1553.87
0.021
0.045
2.27
132.52
1079.90
297.64
913.73

Fractal
0.15
0.19
0.35
1.24
5.56
34.71
48.44
0.16
0.21
1.55
30.64
7.81
65.14
102.87
0.17
0.23
7.37
1171.47
9.63
97.86
179.40
0.72
0.82
1.48
4.40
24.9
87.98
144.74
0.95
1.57
47.28
641.89
778.02
0.27
0.74
17.52
1258.70
1617.56
-

RStream
0.011
0.088
1.56
13.07
62.34
598.10
1188.86
0.020
0.10
21.99
891.44
114.78
1301.97
2761.38
0.023
0.129
138.57
N/A
150.53
1970.34
0.094
1.90
11.87
N/A
N/A
0.17
5.83
N/A
N/A
0.36
5.56
260.13
N/A
N/A
N/A

B. Compared with Graph Mining Systems
Performance. Table III depicts the running time of G RAMER
against RStream and Fractal by benchmarking eight graph
mining application variants. All graph datasets are evaluated
with the same setting for different applications, except for FSM.
This is because that small thresholds will take too long running
time for large graphs due to a huge number of intermediate
results, while large thresholds run too fast for small graphs
with few expected patterns.
In our evaluation, we start to collect the running time once the
input graph is loaded to the memory of server. The running time
of G RAMER includes the FPGA setup time and data transfer
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Fig. 12. The hit ratio and performance of the LAMH against two baselines
(on P2P): a LRU-based uniform cache hierarchy and a LAMH-based hierarchy
with the low-priority memory using an LRU replacement policy

Fig. 11. Energy and total time of G RAMER (with the preprocessing overheads
included) against state-of-the-art. All results are normalized to (a) the energy
consumption and (b) the execution time of G RAMER.

5.79× ∼ 678.34×, respectively.
Preprocessing Overheads. G RAMER relies on the graph
reordering to compute Rank(ON1 (v)) efﬁciently, introducing
some preprocessing overheads. Figure 11(b) further depicts the
performance of G RAMER with the preprocessing overheads
included for 5-CF. Other applications can give rise to similar
results. The preprocessing (Section IV-C) also runs on the same
server as the CPU baselines. For small graphs, Citeseer and
P2P, their preprocessing overheads can be as large as 55.04%
of the execution time. This is because of their extremely-low
execution time (e.g., 11ms for Citeseer) caused by very few
intermediate results. Despite these, the preprocessing steps for
these small graphs remain very fast within sub-seconds (e.g.,
1.73ms for Citeseer), which are reasonable in practice. For
medium and large graphs, the preprocessing proportion will
become small. For instance, the preprocessing overheads of
Mico can be less than 3% of the execution time. In summary,
G RAMER offers signiﬁcant beneﬁts over the state-of-the-art
even if the preprocessing overheads are included.

overheads between CPU and FPGA, because we need to load
the input graph to the memory of FPGA before processing.
For Fractal, since it is built upon Spark that can often involve
signiﬁcant setup overheads, e.g., task partition and worker
registration [48], we evaluate it with only the execution time.
Gramer vs. Fractal. Although these expensive setup overheads are excluded for Fractal, G RAMER can still outperform
Fractal signiﬁcantly by 1.80× ∼ 24.85×. To be speciﬁc, for
small-sized graphs, Citeseer and P2P, the number of their
possible embeddings is quite limited. Therefore, the initialization and multi-thread management overheads under CPU
would dominate the overall performance of Fractal, leading to
a signiﬁcant performance gap between Fractal and G RAMER
with the speedups of 12.86× ∼ 24.85×. When relativelylarge graphs are processed, these non-execution overheads can
be ignored. Our memory system and pipeline specialization
become effective in reducing the impact of random accesses
with better parallelism. As a result, G RAMER achieves speedups
of 4.33× ∼ 14.20× and 1.80× ∼ 7.50× on medium-sized
graph and large-sized graph, respectively.
Gramer vs. RStream. The speedups achieved by G RAMER
vary signiﬁcantly for different applications. For CF-variant
applications on small-sized graphs that have small intermediate
results with negligible disk accesses, G RAMER can offer
speedups of 1.11× ∼ 10.75×. In particular, in the case of
a large number of intermediate results, the speedups can be
signiﬁcantly improved by up to 129.95× (4-CF on Mico). In
this case, RStream needs to iteratively store the intermediate
data with expensive disk accesses while the DFS model
specialized for the PUs of G RAMER keeps consuming the
intermediate data of each embedding until the extension has
ﬁnished. Thus, G RAMER does not need to write back the
intermediate embeddings, avoiding disk accesses.
Energy Savings. Figure 11(a) shows the average energy
results when running different applications on G RAMER,
RStream, and Fractal. The two error bars for each graph represent the maximal and minimal normalized energy consumption,
respectively. In order to make an apples-to-apples comparison,
we mainly consider the on-chip energy results of the FPGA and
the CPU, exclusive of the energy consumption from DRAM
accesses. G RAMER is measured using Xilinx Vivado-2019.1
under a 100% toggle rate for all on-chip logics. For the CPU
baselines, we use Thermal Design Power as their energy at
full capacity. Compared to Fractal and RStream, G RAMER
reduces the energy consumption by 9.40× ∼ 129.72× and

C. Effectiveness of G RAMER Designs
Locality-Aware Memory Hierarchy (LAMH). We investigate the effectiveness of our LAHM by comparing it with
two baselines: (1) Uniform LRU: a uniform four-way setassociate cache hierarchy using the traditional LRU replacement
policy [7], [41]. The cache has the same capacity as LAMH for
making an apples-to-apples comparison, and (2) Static + LRU:
a similar memory hierarchy with LAMH but the low-priority
memory adopts the LRU (rather than the locality-preserved
one in Section IV-C) replacement policy. Figure 12 shows the
results in terms of the hit ratio and performance. To better
understand the effectiveness of LAMH, we store only a small
portion (i.e., 10%) of vertex and edge data in the on-chip
memory for both baselines and LAMH.
Compared to uniform LRU, Static+LRU improves the hit ratios of vertex access and edge access by 12.96% ∼ 37.44% and
8.42% ∼ 24.94%, respectively, showing the effectiveness of the
high-priority memory in exploiting the extension locality. This
therefore yields the speedups of 1.60× ∼ 2.95×. Compared to
Static+LRU, LAMH improves the hit ratios of vertex access and
edge access further by 1.01% ∼ 5.67% and 1.11% ∼ 6.10%,
respectively. This is achieved due to an awareness of the
extension locality in our replacement implementation, further
improving the performance by 1.06× ∼ 1.39×.
In particular, as the embedding size increases over iterations,
both Static+LRU and LAMH can constantly improve the on-
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TABLE IV
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity analysis on τ and λ for 5-CF. Results are normalized to
(a) τ = 50% and (b) λ = 1.

w/o work stealing
w/ work stealing

D. Sensitivity Analysis

1.5

Sensitivity to τ. We ﬁrst investigate the performance
sensitivity of G RAMER with different values of τ ranging
from 1% to 50%. The low-priority memory is set with the
same size as the high-priority memory. Therefore, τ = 50%
represents an ideal case that all graph data can be stored on-chip.
Figure 14(a) shows the results for 5-CF, where Patents, Youtube,
and LiveJournal are not tested due to the limited BRAM
capacity. We see that τ = 5% can achieve 71.69% ∼ 91.59%
of the ideal case since most memory accesses are induced by
the top 5% vertices and edges as shown in Figure 5. Increasing
τ further could capture little high-priority data for reaping the
beneﬁts. However, decreasing τ will miss the high-priority data
signiﬁcantly, thus incurring considerable performance loss.
Sensitivity to λ . Figure 14(b) further characterizes the
performance of G RAMER with different values of λ from 0.5 to
8. We see that the recency does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
overall performance, which increases slightly from 0.91× to
1.07× as λ increases. This is because the data rarely-accessed
but frequently-reused in a short time often incurs a few memory
accesses. Thus, increasing λ to exploit its temporal locality
contributes little to the overall improvements.

1.0
0.5
0.0

Citeseer P2P Astro Mico Patents YT

LJ

(b) Work stealing

Fig. 13. Performance of G RAMER on 5-FC by (a) varying the maximum
number of pipeline slots, and (b) applying the work-stealing mechanism

chip hit ratio while the LRU-based cache hierarchy improves
little or even sometimes degrades the hit ratio. For instance,
the hit ratios of vertex access under the LAMH for 3-MC and
4-MC can be improved from 65.74% to 70.24% while those
under the uniform LRU are reduced from 47.77% to 31.81%.
The reason is simple. A large embedding size often implies
more extension locality opportunities that LAMH can exploit.
However, the LRU-based cache is unaware of high-priority
data that would be therefore frequently evicted.
Ancestor Buffers (AB). Table IV depicts the effect of the
ancestor buffers and their compaction mechanism. We see that
applying the specialized ancestor buffers for storing the ancestor
information of the embeddings can reduce the pipeline latency
signiﬁcantly by improving the maximal clock rate by 23.08%.
Applying the compaction technique can further improve the
clock rate by 115.64%.
PU Pipelining. We further characterize the performance
of G RAMER by adjusting the maximum number of pipeline
slots in the slot buffer. Figure 13(a) shows the results by
varying the number of slots from 1 to 16. When the number
of slot IDs is less than 8, G RAMER can achieve the nearly
linear performance improvements for almost all graphs (except
Citeseer), showing ideal pipelining parallelism. However, when
the number of slot IDs is increased further from 8 to 16, the
performance improvements decrease gradually. The reason lies
in the increased memory pressure. More slot IDs represent
more simultaneous memory requests to each memory partition,
causing potential conﬂict overheads.
Work Stealing. Figure 13(b) further shows the performance
of G RAMER with and without applying the work stealing
(Section V-C). Compared to the PU without applying work
stealing, work stealing can further offer the speedups of
1.32× ∼ 1.90×. In particular, Mico has the highest skewness
with respect to memory accesses, and consequently, the
workload amount (derived from different initial embeddings)
for different pipelines can be signiﬁcantly different, causing
severe load imbalance. Therefore, Mico can beneﬁt most from
the work stealing over other graphs.

VII. R ELATED W ORK
Graph Processing Systems. Pioneered by Pregel [29], a
large number of graph processing systems have been proposed
to parallelize graph applications efﬁciently in the past decade.
Many of these systems [3], [14], [15], [23], [28], [35], [50], [51]
target at achieving balanced, memory-efﬁcient computation for
vertex-centric programs. However, deploying graph mining
applications on these systems is non-trivial due to a lack
of expressiveness of the vertex-centric model for the embedding structure. Although alternatives [36], [39], [47] adopt a
subgraph-centric model for reducing the communications across
the vertices, applying such a model designed for a ﬁxed-size
subgraph to graph mining is often ineffective in enumerating
the embeddings with varying sizes across the iterations.
Specialized Algorithmic Optimizations. There are also
some algorithmic optimizations for a speciﬁc graph mining
application. An early study [45] presents an efﬁcient ordering
mechanism to achieve fast embedding isomorphism checks
for FSM. Subsequently, the follow-up efforts introduce some
heuristic optimizations to reduce intermediate embeddings [13],
[22]. Specialized data structures are designed to process motifs
for MC [34] efﬁciently. There are also some studies that attempt
to use the GPU to accelerate the embedding enumeration for
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